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Photographer, painter. Born in Poland. 

Graduated from the Faculty of Painting of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw 
(2007).  

Began her photography studies at the Direction of Photography Department 
of the Łódz Film School in 2018. 

Finalist of biennales, festivals and contests such as Starak Family Fundation 
Challenge, Fish Eye (2006, 2011), Bielska Jesień (2007), Warsaw Festival of 
Art Photography (2007), Siemens Fine Art Award contest (2007), Art Super-
market (2007) 

She is a Ministry of Culture and National Heritage Scholarship “Young Poland” 
laureate.

She is co-founder of Projects: Fontainebleau (Centre of Contemporary Art 
Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw, 2009 ), “The legend” (Studio Gallery, Warsaw, 
2011). 

Works in home and abroad collections e.x. Dietrich Mateschitz, Luciano Benet-
ton Collection: Imago Mundi collection.



  I build the reality of my photographs by analogy to the real world, at the 
same time making use of the artistic potential of tools. I don’t refrain from 
breaking the rules but rather consciously emphasise the cracks in the pre-
sented world. I want the viewer to get lost, to be misguided where the 
documentary value of the photographs ends and where the creation be-
gins. I make the human - the creator of the world of myths and the origi-
nator of events - the hero of my works. Usually, I place myself in front of 
the lens. I assume the role of a mother, a goddess, or an Olympic cham-
pion, each time affirming successive incarnations of femininity, focusing 
on the strength and sensitivity of my heroines. But not only. By touching 
on the problem of corporeality, I’m looking for an alternative for incon-
venient facts and uncomfortable positions. Body as a source of suffering 
but also pleasure, it is present, real, unretouched. The rest is added to the 
body. It is not the body that resides in various settings, it is the surround-
ings that are adapted to successive incarnations. The existence takes place 
outside the time category, but this does not deprive it from authenticity. 
If I contend with history, I subject it to subjective correction, I bring it to 
the world of imaginations. I take photos also of my family, addressing the 
topic closeness and the associated corporeality, as well as relations and the 
resulting burdens. Although I most often work behind the lens, I remain 
a painter mentally. I treat photography as a tool (similarly as installation, 
performance, video, or drawing).





The project addresses the issue of the condition of a contemporary 
woman in the face of 
the demands placed on her by society, but above all by herself. 
Like millions of other women, I have to chalenge many life and profes-
sional roles. This is a 
never-ending list of tasks. What we are is the resultant of a potential 
who we could be.
I am an artist who trains skating in her spare time. Who we are is to 
some extent a resultant of a certain potential of who we could have 
been. In the Olympic Charmer project I reverse the proportion and 
make skating the most important of the life roles, remembering that in 
art I can be everything I want. I create an alter ego, a winning machine 
which does not know the taste of losing. Olympic Charmer is a formally 
complex project providing for a far-reaching hoax. Us-ing the photo-
montage techniques, I appropriate the successes of favourite skating 
stars, I appear on posters, covers of archival magazines dripping with 
medals, those awarded to me by someone and those awarded to me 
by myself. The real successes achieved in amateur competitions gradu-
ally give way to trophies from the most important sports events, with 
the collection being concluded with the Olympic gold. There is no place, 
time or nationality in this project. I am a total champion. All successes 
are mine.

Force Field - Emerging Polish Artists in Venice 2019
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fotografia, fotomontaż, z cyklu “Olympic Charmer”, papier muzealny, nakład 3+AP, 40x50 cm



fotomontaż, z cyklu “Olympic Charmer”, papier muzealny,15x18 cm nakład 3+AP



dokumentacja “Olympic Charmer” na wystawie “Force Field”, Wenecja 2019



dokumentacja “Olympic Charmer” na wystawie “Force Field”, Wenecja 2019



 medal jednostkowy galwanizowany złotem, awers, rewers



“Artysta jako narzędzie”, screenshot filmu, projekt rysunku na lodzie (fragment)
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Dorota Kozieradzka/Michał Szuszkiewicz,
studio Lapolka

The project was inspired by an old album about Fontainebleau. The 
place has here a purely allegoric function. 
The tissue of the project is photography, design and painting.
We create a world of our own, using the contemporary means of 
expression. It is a transcription of a collaboration that derives from 
mutually shared inspiration and which combines the different disci-
plines of visual art. The original album provided the context and was 
the main source we referred to. The esthetic diversity, just like the 
multiplicity of meanings hidden under the formal layer, are the ele-
ments borrowed from the album’s esthetics. The construction of the 
publication based on the non evident compositions, determines the 
entirety of the project.

Centre for Contemporary Art Ujazdowski Castle, Warsaw 2009





Album “Fontainebleau”, D. Kozieradzka, M. Szuszkiewicz, Studio Projektowe Lapolka

Album “Fontainebleau”, 1968, Francja



Dorota Kozieradzka, bez tytułu, 



Dorota Kozieradzka, “Skały”, cieńkopis na papierze, 21x29,5cm



Dorota Kozieradzka, bez tytułu, zdjęcie do albumu “Fontainebleau”



Dorota Kozieradzka, “Ogrody”, wydruki z negatywów na papierze muzealnym, 150x100 cm



Album “Fontainebleau”, D. Kozieradzka, M. Szuszkiewicz, Studio Projektowe Lapolka
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Before one sells out or squanders all of his or her inherited wealth, it is 
proper to leave it for a long time in peace, and, as far as it is possible, 
to live with it constantly or at least systematically. How else can one 
know what is really valuable in personal terms or in retail trade? The 
objects must be carefully segregated according to an objective scale of 
value, that is in accordance to the material’s durability (or lack there-
of ), the impermanence of life, or other equally measurable values, as 
well as aspects of collectibility. Afterwards, they should be properly se-
cured, packed carefully, and moved to a place where one will be able to 
look after these things, look through them one more time, re-use, and 
stay with them.

Stroboskop Gallery, Warsaw 2016

Program Gallery, Warsaw 2015



“Prace porządkowe”, Kompozycja VII, 91x64cm, nakład 3+AP, 2016



“Prace porządkowe”, Kompozycja I, 91x64cm, nakład 3+AP, 2016



“Prace porządkowe”, Kompozycja II, 91x64cm, nakład 3+AP, 2016



“Prace porządkowe”, Kompozycja III, 91x64cm, nakład 3+AP, 2016



“Dziedzictwo”, Kompozycja VII, 91x64cm, nakład 3+AP, 2016



“Prace porządkowe” i “Dziedzictwo” na wystawie “Stilleven, czyli ciche życie”, Galeria Program 2015, Warszawa



As an active artist I was devoid of a possible of work for 40 weeks. 
Because I can’t change position, enable to fix on reality or build 
the future, I’m looking backward, into the archives of the past. I 
cut my photos from the different periods of life and try to build 
new images. I’m using photography as a material. I cut, I sew 
more and more easily, sometimes with one or two moves. Finally I 
make about 40 compositions, because the exact number is rarely 
40. The wait state ends with the delivery.
Attached works are selected from a composition of 42 photos 
made during pregnancy.

The Bump, Art Scene of 19th New Horizons International Film Fes-
tival, Wroclaw 2019

Program Gallery, Warsaw 2015
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“40 tygodni, tydzień 17”, 21x29,5, nakład 3+AP, 2015/2016









BWA Studio, Wrocław



Życie wewnętrzne: brzuch
Scena artystyczna 19. MFF Nowe Horzonty, BWA Studio, Wrocław
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Dorota Kozieradzka and Michał Szuszkiewicz
curator: Krzysztof Żwirblis

“The Legend” is esthetic journey through interior of the Palace of Cul-
ture and Science, edifice build on the fundament of leftist ideals, that 
turned into a sign of domination of forced system and forced power.

The exhibition is accompanied by a legend written by the artists, which 
tells about the magic spring hidden in the undergrounds, fulfilling, wish-
es of the city residents, a source of wellbeing and prosperity, doesn’t 
take care of citizens any longer. According to the tale the Palace is an 
emanation of dream of some pauper, who discovered the spring and 
died by it. And the artists take us on tour through this dream, this leg-
end, in a very sublime way, using projections and photographs which 
present the life of the building, the life going by itself, with own circuits 
of energy and media, apparently without a need for human presence. 
Meanings aren’t built through quotations from iconography of the Pal-
ace, but with the documentation and animation of its mechanics, con-
structions and interior design: that more practical (rows of chairs at the 
theatre and more ornamental (candelabra). Shootings were taken also 
in other Warsaw buildings, overwhelming by their dimensions (fortifica-
tions, filter station, Opera House).

STUDIO Gallery, PKiN Warsaw 2019

Program Stypendialny MKiDN “MŁODA POLSKA” na rok 2011



Dorota Kozieradzka, “Po godzinach”, drukpigmentowy na papierze archiwalnym, 33x50, edycja 6, 2011



Wybrane fragmenty projektu “Legenda”, Galeria Studio 2012, Warszawa



Kozieradzka/Szuszkiewicz, fragment instalacji prezentowanej na wystawie “Legenda” w Teatrze Studio, 2012



Dorota Kozieradzka,“Po godzinach”, drukpigmentowy na papierze archiwalnym, 33x50, edycja 6, 



The author was inspired by the idea of a family album. In the 
classical understanding, it is a set of representative photographs 
taken on the occasion of important family celebrations. Yet, the 
photography cycle prepared by Dorota is supposed to be an an-
tithesis of this generally accepted form. The artist records situ-
ations, actions and emotional states that are ignored and omit-
ted from the photographic documentation of the family history 
by describing what is elusive, difficult to name, unspoken, or 
undeservedly pushed to the margin. She combines single situ-
ations that are seemingly out of context into composition pairs, 
thus giving a poetic character to the narrative. This work is, on 
the one hand, a sum of emotions concerned with a subjective 
perception of her own family, which is partly a psychological self-
portrait of the artist, and on the other hand, it is an attempt to 
create a universal study of a complex structure, namely, a fam-
ily. Despite a different look at the “album”, this piece remains a 
tribute to the idea of collecting photographs, storing values or at 
least an illusion of values in the universal subject matter.

Spectra Art Space, Warsaw 2014
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“Z rodzinnego albumu”, SOON_07, Spectra Art Space, Warszawa










